Swimming pool rules and regulations

The following Rules and Regulations are for the benefit of all our loyal guests to insure safe and sanitary operation of the pool facility at the Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo. Your cooperation in following these conditions is greatly appreciated.

1. Please kindly deposit all valuables at the front desk on the 3rd floor.
2. Guests with tattoos and body art, please kindly refrain from using the pool.
   (If discovered, we would have to ask you not to use our swimming pool facilities)
3. Only guests in appropriate swimwear are allowed to use the pool.
4. Following items are not allowed on the swimming pool premises.
   ① Beverages from outside the Hotel excluding water bottles or soft drinks in plastic bottles.
   ② Food
      ※ Please refrain from consuming food and beverages by the poolside area as well as the locker rooms.
      ※ Only water bottles and plastic bottles are allowed to be brought inside the pool area. If open containers are found, they will be collected by our staff.
      ※ Only softdrinks in bottles from outside the hotel are allowed and any form of alcohol is strictly prohibited.
   ③ Please refrain from using the play equipment such as picnic mats, beach umbrellas, beach mats, inflatable boats, body boards, beach balls and water guns.
      Inflatable rings can be brought with a diameter of 90cm or less.
      However, inflatable rings are not be used when the swimming pool is congested.
   ④ Fins and other snorkel equipment are not permitted.
   ⑤ Picnic and outdoor equipment are also not permitted.
   ⑥ Speakers which release sound are not permitted.
      ※ please refrain from wearing earphones as you swim.
   ⑦ Any items which our guard considers as dangerous or a nuisance to others must not be brought to the Sky Pool.
5. Under instruction by the public health department, people with the following are not allowed to use the pool.
   ① Filamentous fungus, pyogenic bacteria, skin diseases and other infectious diseases.
   ② Persons with high fever, conjunctivitis (pinkeye), laryngitis
   ③ Persons in bandages or excessive taping.
6. Children below 12 must be accompanied by a person over 18.
One adult can accompany a maximum of 4 children.
Please be informed that every child will be counted and charged accordingly regardless of usage of the swimming pool or not.

7. Interviewing and recording on the premises without permission is strictly prohibited.
Any nuisance or harassment which caused by taking pictures on the premises is also strictly prohibited.

8. Any injuries on the premises will be provided first-aid treatment. However, please acknowledge that the Keio Plaza Hotel will not be responsible for further treatment of guests who swim at their own risk.
(The Keio Plaza Hotel is not responsible for any injuries or accidents incurred by anyone while using the Hotel facilities.)

9. Before going into the pool, please remember to do warm-up exercises for your own safety.
We also ask all our guests to take a shower before using the swimming pool for our sanitary operation

10. Any dangerous and violent actions (diving, submerging someone, throwing things or persons and other dangerous activities) is not permitted.

11. Please refrain from wearing any shoes on the swimming premises except our rental beach sandals.

12. Glasses, sun glasses, accessories are not allowed to be worn inside the swimming pool for safety reasons. We also recommend our guests to keep those items in a locker.

13. Please be informed that the pool might be temporarily closed due to weather conditions.

14. Smoking is not allowed in the Sky Pool. There is a smoking area on the 3rd floor in the lobby. Please be informed that going to the smoking area in swimming attire is strictly prohibited.

15. With reference to issues not in the aforementioned, our staff may make requests when necessary. Guests who refuse to follow these rules will be turned away from usage of the pool facilities without a refund.